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ABSTRACT The very high demand for chaotic systems in the fields of sciences, particularly in secure
communication, leads numerous researchers to build novel systems. This work announces a new easy
to implement 3D chaotic system with five quadratic nonlinearities and three positive parameters, the
proposed system is complex with larger bandwidth compared to at least 50 other systems that have been
described. It contains eight terms and it can generate chaotic, periodic and quasi-periodic behaviors. The
main dynamical properties of the proposed system are studied using Kaplan-Yorke dimension (KYD),
Lyapunov exponents, bifurcation diagrams, multistability, equilibrium points stability and dissipativity.
Then, the eight terms system feasibility is verified usingMultisim software by designing its electronic circuit.
In addition, active controllers are designed for leading the proposed system to achieve stability, tracking a
desired dynamic and synchronizing with an identical model. Finally, using drive response synchronization,
a novel secure communication electrical circuit design is built based on the suggested approach. The findings
from numerical experiment demonstrated the new system’s success in completing the encryption/decryption
process, as well as its secured transmission technique.

INDEX TERMS Bandwidth, chaotic communication, chaotic systems, circuit Simulation, command and
control systems.

I. INTRODUCTION
After Lorenz first developed Lorenz chaotic system in
1963 [1], which proved that a three-dimensional system can
generate a chaotic behavior with one positive Lyapunov expo-
nent; many other chaotic systems was introduced in liter-
ature based on the Lorenz model or by constructing new
models [2]–[8].

Chaotic systems are applicable in several fields, includ-
ing secure communication schemes [9]–[11], physics [12],
robotics [13], economy [14], lasers [15] and ecology [16].

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Wenjie Feng.

Which make the construction of new chaotic systems an
obligatory in line with the current demand for complex sys-
tems of this kind.

In addition, since the famous work of Pecora and Car-
oll [17], which proved the possibilities of synchronizing two
identical chaotic systems having different initial guess, many
of synchronization methods are employed for synchronizing
chaotic systems, which include backstopping control [18],
sliding mode control [19], adaptive control [20], active con-
trol [21], and so on.

In the current digital age, there has been a lot of interest
on secure communication links due to the dramatic rise of
online shopping, banking and trading transaction and this
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trend is set to increase exponentially in future [22]. In effect,
it does not take much effort to realize that there will be a
significant increase of users of digital communication and
technology in the next decade and further. Consequently, for
chaos-based communication, there is a need to develop new
chaotic systems with large bandwidth in order to cover the
secure communication between the huge numbers expected
of users.

Also, the existence of multistability phenomenon in certain
chaotic systems is very interesting, it is means that the system
not only exhibits chaotic behaviour with extreme sensitivity
to the initial values; but also it can generate coexistence of
different chaotic attractors depending only on its initial con-
ditions.Multistabilitymaking a chaotic systemmore complex
and more useful to use in many application that require
complexity, especially in secure communication.

This study suggested the first new and easy to implement
3D chaotic system with five quadratic nonlinearities which is
more complex and has larger bandwidth than at least 50 other
systems that have been described, major properties of the
announced system are investigated via theoretical and ana-
lytical methods. Also, Multisim software is used in designing
and realizing an electronic circuit with the aim of validating
the developed 3D model. In addition, active controllers are
designed for leading the proposed system to achieve stabil-
ity, tracking a desired dynamic and synchronizing. Finally,
using drive response synchronization, a novel secure com-
munication electrical circuit design is built based on the new
announced system.

The rest part of the paper is designed as follows: In
section 2, dynamical properties of the proposed system have
been investigated using Kaplan-Yorke dimension, Lyapunov
exponents, bifurcation diagrams, dissipativity, multistability
and equilibrium points stability, also a comparison of the sug-
gested system with 50 previously reported systems is intro-
duced in section 3. The circuit schematic of the new model
is realized using Multisim software in section 4. In section 5,
active controllers are designed and applied to control the new
system. Also, a new secure communication electronic cir-
cuit schematic is implemented based on the suggested three-
dimensional chaotic system. Lastly, conclusions are dressed
in section 6.

II. DYNAMICAL PROPERTIES OF THE NEW SYSTEM
A. NEW CHAOTIC SYSTEM
The new 3D chaotic system contains eight terms with five
quadratic nonlinearities and three positive constant parame-
ters defined by the algebraic equations that follows:

ẋ1 = −ax1x3 + bx2(1− x3)
ẋ2 = cx1x3 − x21
ẋ3 = −x1 − x3 + x22

(1)

where the state variables denoted by x1, x2 and x3 while
a, b and c are the positive constant coefficients. By choos-
ing (1, 1, 1) as the initial conditions and a = 1.1, b =
13 and c = 11 as the parameters values; the proposed

FIGURE 1. Chaotic attractors of the new system (1).

FIGURE 2. Lyapunov exponents of the new system (1).

system (1) exhibit a complex chaotic behavior as depicted in
Figure 1.

For the previous parameters values, the Lyapunov expo-
nents of system (1) are obtained using Wolf’s algorithm,
results are shown in Figure 2 as:

L1 = 1.051, L2 = 0.000, L3 = −3.745 (2)

As depicted in Figure 2 there are one negative exponent,
one zero exponent, and one positive Lyapunov exponents. So,
the suggested system is chaotic, and the corresponding KYD
is computed as follow:

DKY = 2+
L1 + L2
|L3|

= 2.281 (3)
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TABLE 1. Equilibrium points stability.

The KYD is fractional, implying that the new eight terms
system (1) demonstrate a complicated chaotic behavior.

B. EQUILIBRIUM POINTS STABILITY
The following equations are used to determine the points of
equilibrium of the suggested system (1):

−ax1x3 + bx2(1− x3) = 0
cx1x3 − x21 = 0
−x1 − x3 + x22 = 0

(4)

By considering the previous values of parameters, three
equilibrium points is obtained as the following:

E1 =

 0
0
0

 , E2 =

 0
1
1

 , E3 =

 0
−1
1

 (5)

The Jacobian system (1) is described as:

J (Ei) =

 −ax3 b− bx3 −ax1 − bx2
cx3 − 2x1 0 cx1
−1 2x2 −1

 (6)

We can investigate the stability nature of the new chaotic
system (1) by linearizing it at each point of equilibrium using
the following characteristic equation:

|J (Ei)− λI| = 0 and i = 1, 2, 3 (7)

Table 1 demonstrate the chaos in the dissipative system due
to the instability of all the equilibrium points.

C. DISSIPATIVITY
The sum of Lyapunov exponents (2) is negative, so it is
clear that the proposed eight terms system defined by (1) is
dissipative. Therefore, orbits of the whole of system (1) are
ultimately constricted to a particular subset of zero volume,
and the asymptotic motion relaxes on a chaotic attractor.

D. BIFURCATION ANALYSIS
The bifurcation parameter a versus system (1) dynamical
behaviors is analyzed using Lyapunov exponents spectrum
and bifurcation diagram presented in Figures 3 and 4, respec-
tively, as parameter a varies.
It can be seen from Figure 3 and 4 that the proposed model

has a rich dynamical behavior, as it can show chaotic behav-
ior, periodic and quasi-periodic behaviors when parameter a
increase as summarized in Table 2.

FIGURE 3. Bifurcation diagram of system (1) first state versus
parameter a.

FIGURE 4. Lyapunov exponents spectrum of system (1) versus
parameter a.

FIGURE 5. Phase portraits of the periodic orbit for a = 0.5.

FIGURE 6. Phase portraits of the quasi-periodic orbit for a = 0.8.

E. FREQUENCY SPECTRUM AND BANDWIDTH
The bandwidth of a chaotic system should be large in order
to completely cover the masked signal in chaos-based secure
transmission applications. This is not the case in many of
reported chaotic systems, which the frequency spectrum of its
signals is not broad enough. Therefore, it is of great signifi-
cance to construct new chaotic systems with larger bandwidth
than existing ones.

Figure 8 shows the normalised average frequency spectrum
of the signal generated by the second state variable x2 of
system (1), The novel chaotic system has a bandwidth (BWT)
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TABLE 2. Dynamical behaviors of system (1).

FIGURE 7. Phase portraits of the chaotic attractor for a = 2.

FIGURE 8. Average power spectrum of the first state signal x2.

of about 15, that is greater when compared it to more than
50 chaotic systems documented in the study, indicated in
Table 3.

F. MULTISTABILITY AND COEXISTING ATTRACTORS
Let X0, Y0 be two different initial values for the new 3-D
system (1), where:

X0 = (−1, −1, 2) (Blue color)
Y0 = (−2, 0, 3) (Red color)
Fix b = 13, c = 11 and vary a, it can be proved from

the numerical simulations that the new 3-D system (1) is
multistable. When a = 0.9, we can see from Figure 9 that
system (1) has coexistence of two different chaotic attractors
starting from X0 and Y0 for the same values of parameters.
Coexistence of one chaotic attractor and one periodic attractor
starting from Y0 and X0 respectively are determined when
a = 9.6 as depicted in Figure 10. When a = 6.6, we can

FIGURE 9. Coexistence of two different chaotic attractors projected on the
x2-x3 plane when a = 0.9 and starting from: (a) X0 (blue) and (b) Y0 (red).

FIGURE 10. Coexistence of one chaotic attractor and one periodic
attractor projected on the x2-x3 plane when a = 9.6 and starting from:
X0 (blue) and Y0 (red).

FIGURE 11. Coexistence of two different periodic attractors projected on
the x2-x3 plane when a = 6.6 and starting from: X0 (blue) and Y0 (red).

see from Figure 11 that system (1) has coexistence of two
different periodic attractors starting from X0 and Y0 for the
same values of parameters.

The obtained results enable us to observe the phenomenon
of multistability, this strange phenomenon proves the high
complexity of the new system (1), whichmake it very suitable
to use in engineering applications that require complexity;
especially, chaos communication.
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TABLE 3. Different reported chaotic systems with Kaplan-York dimension and bandwidth.

AQ:6
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TABLE 3. (Continued.) Different reported chaotic systems with Kaplan-York dimension and bandwidth.
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TABLE 3. (Continued.) Different reported chaotic systems with Kaplan-York dimension and bandwidth.
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TABLE 3. (Continued.) Different reported chaotic systems with Kaplan-York dimension and bandwidth.
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TABLE 3. (Continued.) Different reported chaotic systems with Kaplan-York dimension and bandwidth.

FIGURE 12. Electronic circuit schematic of the chaotic system (1).

III. COMPARISON BETWEEN THE NEW CHAOTIC SYSTEM
AND 50 REPORTED SYSTEMS
Based on many studies:

1- The Kaplan-York dimension (KYD) is a measure of a
chaotic system’s unpredictability and complexity. The
higher the Kaplan-York dimension, the more complex
the chaotic behaviour [23].

2- A chaotic system’s carrier signal’s bandwidth (BWT)
should be big enough to cover the disguised informa-
tion. In chaotic-based secure communications, large
bandwidth is essential for achieving high data rate
transmission [24]. In this section, a comparison
between the Kaplan-York dimension and the band-
width of the proposed chaotic system (1) with those of
50 reported chaotic systems is introduced. This com-
parison proved that the proposed model has a larger
bandwidth and it is more complex when compare it
to more than 50 considered systems, making it more
helpful in a wide range of applications; especially in
secure communication (see Table 2).

IV. CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NEW SYSTEM
This section present an equivalent electronic circuit for our
defined easy to use chaotic system (1), the electronic circuit
is designed using Multisim software as depicted in Figure 12.

FIGURE 13. Multisim result of the chaotic attractor, x1 − x2 plane.

FIGURE 14. Multisim result of the chaotic attractor, x1 − x3 plane.

By affixing the law of Kirchhoff to Figure 12 circuit, it will
generate nonlinear equations described as the following:

ẋ1 = −
1

C1R1
x1x3 −

1
C1R2

x2x3 +
1

C1R3
x2

ẋ2 =
1

C2R4
x1x3 −

1
C2R5

x21

ẋ3 = −
1

C3R6
x1 −

1
C3R7

x3 +
1

C3R8
x22

(8)

The circuital components values are selected as:

R1 = R9 = R10 = R11 = R12 = 100k�,

R5 = R6 = R7 = R8 = 400k�

R2 = R3 = 31k�, R4 = 36k�,

C1 = C2 = C3 = C4 = 1nf (9)

From Figures 13, 14 and 15 it can be seen the existence
of the experiment chaotic attractors which are similar to the
ones obtained by Matlab simulation. These results illustrate
the physical feasibility of the proposed chaotic system (1).
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FIGURE 15. Multisim result of the chaotic attractor, x2 − x3 plane.

V. CONTROL AND SYNCHRONIZATION OF THE NEW
CHAOTIC SYSTEM
A. DESIGN OF ACTIVE CONTROLLERS FOR CONTROLLING
THE NEW CHAOTIC SYSTEM TO EQUILIBRIUM
In this subsection, an active control law is presented for
control of the proposed chaotic system to one of its three
points of equilibrium.

In order to control the proposed system to E1 = (0, 0, 0),
active control functions are added to the new chaotic system.
Then, the controlled system is considered as follows:

ẋ1 = −ax1x3 + bx2(1− x3)+ Ox1
ẋ2 = cx1x3 − x21 + Ox2
ẋ3 = −x1 − x3 + x22 + Ox3

(10)

where Ox1 , Ox2 and Ox3 are the functions to be calculated
for the active control, and the state errors are described by:

ex1 = x1 − x1d , ex2 = x2 − x2d , ex3 = x3 − x3d (11)

with

(x1d , x2d , x3d ) = (0, 0, 0) (12)

By considering system (10) and the desired state (12),
we obtained the following state errors dynamics:

ėx1 = ẋ1 − ẋ1d
ėx2 = ẋ2 − ẋ2d
ėx3 = ẋ3 − ẋ3d

So, 
ėx1 = −ax1x3 − bx2x3 + bex2 + Ox1
ėx2 = cx1x3 − x21 + Ox2
ėx3 = x22 − ex1 − ex3 + Ox3

(13)

Theorem 1: Suppose the functions for the active control is
chosen as follows:

Ox1 = ax1x3 + bx2x3 − bex2 − ex1
Ox2 = −cx1x3 + x

2
1 − ex2

Ox3 = −x
2
2 + ex1

(14)

Then, the state errors’ dynamics is said to converge asymp-
totically to zero. Therefore, the controlled system (10) con-
verges to the point of equilibrium E1 = (0, 0, 0).

FIGURE 16. Time evolution of the new system first variable x1 with
controllers deactivated (t < 150s) and activated (t ≥ 150s).

FIGURE 17. Time evolution of the new system second variable x2 with
controllers deactivated (t < 150s) and activated (t ≥ 150s).

FIGURE 18. Time evolution of the new system third variable x3 with
controllers deactivated (t < 150s) and activated (t ≥ 150s).

Proof: The state errors’ dynamics (13) is re-written as
follows, using the active control functions provided in (14):

ėx1 = −ex1
ėx2 = −ex2
ėx3 = −ex3

(15)

Therefore, ėx1ėx2
ėx3

 =
−1 0 0

0 −1 0
0 0 −1

 ex1ex1
ex3

 (16)

Since the eigenvalues for the states matrix are negatives,
then, based on Routh-Hurwitz condition [71]; the errors
dynamics are stables, ensuring the convergence of the con-
trolled new system (10) to equilibrium.
• Simulation Results:

System (10) initial conditions and parameters are chosen as
(x1, x2, x3) = (1, 1, 1) and a = 4, b = 13 and c =
11 respectively. Active controllers is switched on at t = 150s.
Simulation results are depicted in Figures 16, 17 and 18.

The results shows that all the three new system state
variables generate a complex chaotic behaviour before
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t = 150s by deactivating the active controllers. After that
(when t ≥ 150s), the controllers are activated and it is obvi-
ous that all state variables converge quickly to zero (converge
to the equilibrium point E1).

So, results of simulation proving the efficiency of the
new active controllers (14) for controlling the new chaotic
system (1) to equilibrium.

B. DESIGN OF ACTIVE CONTROLLERS FOR TRACKING
CONTROL OF THE NEW CHAOTIC SYSTEM
In this subsection, an active tracking control law is calculated
for the proposed system for tracking any desired function of
time f (t).

For that, the controlled system is considered as follows:
ẋ1 = −ax1x3 + bx2(1− x3)+ Px1
ẋ2 = cx1x3 − x21 + Px2
ẋ3 = −x1 − x3 + x22 + Px3

(17)

where Px1 , Px2 and Px3 is the functions for the active trailing
control to be obtained, and the state errors are described by:

ex1 = x1 − x1d , ex2 = x2 − x2d , ex3 = x3 − x3d (18)

with

(x1d , x2d , x3d ) = (f (t), f (t), f (t)) (19)

By considering system (17) and the desired state (19),
we obtained the following state errors dynamics:

ėx1 = ẋ1 − ḟ (t)
ėx2 = ẋ2 − ḟ (t)
ėx3 = ẋ3 − ḟ (t)

So, 
ėx1 = −ax1x3 − bx2(1− x3)− ḟ (t)+ Px1
ėx2 = cx1x3 − x21 − ḟ (t)+ Px2
ėx3 = −x1 − x3 + x

2
2 − ḟ (t)+ Px3

(20)

Theorem 2: Suppose the functions for the active tracking
control is chosen as:

Px1 = ax1x3 + bx2x3 − bx2 − x1 + ḟ (t)
Px2 = −cx1x3 + x

2
1 − x2 + ḟ (t)

Px3 = x1 − x22 + ḟ (t)

(21)

The dynamical of state errors will be converge asymptoti-
cally to zero. Therefore, system (17) is controlled to track any
desired function of time f (t).

Proof: The dynamics of state errors (20) can be recast
using the active control tracking functions provided in (21),
as follows: 

ėx1 = −ex1
ėx2 = −ex2
ėx3 = −ex3

(22)

Therefore, ėx1ėx2
ėx3

 =
−1 0 0

0 −1 0
0 0 −1

 ex1ex1
ex3

 (23)

Because all of the state matrix’s eigenvalues are negative,
the errors dynamics are stable, ensuring that the controlled
new system (17) converges to the function f (t) according to
the Routh-Hurwitz criterion [71].

• Simulation Results:

System (17) initial conditions and parameters are given as
(x1, x2, x3) = (1, 1, 1) and a = 4, b = 13 and c = 11
respectively. The function of time f (t) is chosen as f (t) =
4 sin(0.5t). Active tracking controllers is switched on at t =
150s, simulation results are depicted in Figures 19, 20 and 21.

The results shows that all the three new system state vari-
ables generate a complex chaotic behaviour when the active
controllers are deactivated (when t < 150s). After that (when
t ≥ 150s), the controllers are activated and it can be seen
that all state variables switch quickly to exhibit a sine wave
behaviour and to track the sine function f (t) = 4 sin(0.5t).

So, simulation findings proving the success of the sug-
gested active tracking controllers (21) for controlling the new
chaotic system (1) in tracking any desired function of time
including f (t) = 4 sin(0.5t).

C. DESIGN OF ACTIVE CONTROLLERS FOR
SYNCHRONIZING THE PROPOSED CHAOTIC SYSTEM
In this subsection, we use active control to synchronise two
identical new chaotic systems (1) with differing initial values.

The master system is demonstrated as the following:
ẋ1m = −ax1mx3m + bx2m(1− x3m)
ẋ2m = cx1mx3m − x21m
ẋ3m = −x1m − x3m + x22m

(24)

The, the slave system is described as:
ẋ1s = −ax1sx3s + bx2s(1− x3s)+ Qx1
ẋ2s = cx1sx3s − x21s + Qx2
ẋ3s = −x1s − x3s + x22s + Qx3

(25)

where functions of active control represented by Qx1 , Qx2
and Qx3 are to obtained, and the state errors are described by:

ex1 = x1s − x1m, ex2 = x2s − x2m, ex3 = x3s − x3m (26)

By considering systems (24), (25) and (26), the dynamic
state errors is obtained:
ėx1 = a(x1mx3m − x1sx3s)+ b(x2mx3m − x2sx3s)+ bex2
+Qx1

ėx2 = c(x1sx3s − x1mx3m)− (x21s − x
2
1m)+ Qx2

ėx3 = −ex3 − ex1 + x
2
2s − x

2
2m + Qx3

(27)
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FIGURE 19. Time evolution of the new system first state x1 with tracking
controllers deactivated (t < 150s) and activated (t ≥ 150s).

FIGURE 20. Time evolution of the new system second state x2 with
tracking controllers deactivated (t < 150s) and activated (t ≥ 150s).

Theorem 3: Suppose the active control functions is chosen
as follows:
Qx1 = −a(x1mx3m − x1sx3s)− b(x2mx3m − x2sx3s)− bex2
− ex1

Qx2 = −c(x1sx3s − x1mx3m)+ (x21s − x
2
1m)− ex2

Qx3 = −x
2
2s + x

2
2m + ex1

(28)

Then, the dynamical state errors will asymptotically con-
verge to zero. As a result, the master (24) and slave (25)
systems will be synced.

Proof: The dynamics of state errors (27) can be simpli-
fied using the active control functions given in (28).

ėx1 = −ex1
ėx2 = −ex2
ėx3 = −ex3

(29)

Therefore, ėx1ėx2
ėx3

 =
−1 0 0

0 −1 0
0 0 −1

 ex1ex1
ex3

 (30)

Because all of the states matrix’s eigenvalues are nega-
tive, the error dynamics are stable, ensuring synchronisation
between the master and slave systems (24) according to the
Routh-Hurwitz criterion [71].

• Simulation Results:

The master and slave systems’ initial conditions defined
in (24) and (25) are selected as (1, 1, 1) and (−5, 7, −15)
respectively.

FIGURE 21. Time evolution of the new system third state x3 with tracking
controllers deactivated (t < 150s) and activated (t ≥ 150s).

FIGURE 22. Time evolution of the first state synchronization error with
controllers deactivated (t < 150s) and activated (t ≥ 150s).

FIGURE 23. Time evolution of the second state synchronization error with
controllers deactivated (t < 150s) and activated (t ≥ 150s).

FIGURE 24. Time evolution of the third state synchronization error with
controllers deactivated (t < 150s) and activated (t ≥ 150s).

Active controllers is switched on at t = 150s, simulation
results are depicted in Figures 22, 23 and 24.

The results shows that all the three state synchronization
errors evolve chaotically with time by deactivating the active
controllers (when t < 150s). After that (when t ≥ 150s), the
controllers are activated, then, the convergence all the state
synchronization errors to zero is very obvious.

So, simulation findings showing the feat of the new active
controllers (28) to synchronize two new identical chaotic
systems (1) starting from various initial guesses.

VI. SECURE COMMUNICATION CIRCUIT DESIGN BASED
ON THE NEW CHAOTIC SYSTEM
To demonstrate the applicability of the proposed sys-
tem (1) in securing communications, we create a new secure
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FIGURE 25. Circuit schematic of the drive response synchronization.

communication circuit schematic centered around the pro-
posed system and employing drive response synchronization,
with the use of a single state variable to attain strong self-
synchronization.

A. DRIVE RESPONSE SYNCHRONIZATION
In this subsection, we present the synchronization electronic
circuit schematic of two identical new chaotic systems (1)
starting from different initial values using drive response
method. We use the proposed system (1) as a master system,
also as a slave system. The driving variable generated by the
master system ensures the synchronization of states of the
master system and the states of the slave system.

The slave system presented below is described by consid-
ering the proposed eight terms chaotic system (1) as a master
system: 

ẏ1 = −ay1y3 + by2(1− y3)
ẏ2 = cy1y3 − y21
ẏ3 = −y1 − y3 + y22

(31)

By selecting the master system’s second state variable of
the x2 as the driving variable, the slave system become as the
following: {

ẏ1 = −ay1y3 + bx2(1− y3)
ẏ3 = −y1 − y3 + x22

(32)

Electronic circuit schematic of the drive response synchro-
nization between master system and slave system is depicted
in Figure 25.

The initial condition of system (1) and (32) are chosen
as (1, 1, 1) and (−5, −10) respectively. Time evolutions
of the first states (x1 and y1) are depicted in Figure 26;
Figure 27 shows the time evolution of the third states
(x3 and y3).

The drive response approach was successful in synchroniz-
ing the two identical master and slave chaotic systems starting
from differing initial circumstances, as shown in simulation
results in Figures 26 and 27.

FIGURE 26. Time evolution of master system first state x1 (red color) and
slave system first state y1 (blue color).

FIGURE 27. Time evolution of master system third state x3 (red color) and
slave system third state y3 (blue color).

Remark: All values of the circuitals components are men-
tioned in the previous figures

B. SECURE COMMUNICATION CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION
In this subsection, a secure communication electronic circuit
schematic is designed using the new eight terms chaotic
system (1) and based on the drive response synchronization.
Then, its experiment simulation results are obtained using
Multisim software.

Figure 28 shows the electronic circuit design for the secure
communication strategy created for the new chaotic system.
We can see that two signals are transmitted from the trans-
mitter to the receiver, the first one is the driving variable x2
so as to complete synchronization between the master system
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FIGURE 28. Electronic circuit of the secure communication scheme.

FIGURE 29. Electronic circuit schematic of the master system.

FIGURE 30. Electronic circuit schematic of the slave system.

and the slave system, the second signal transmitted is the
encrypted message _m.

The encrypted message _m is obtained using the electronic
circuit schematic depicted in Figure 31 based on the linear
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FIGURE 31. Electronic circuit schematic of the encryption process.

FIGURE 32. Electronic circuit schematic of the decryption process.

equation define below:
_m = − (k1 × m+ k2 × w+ k3 × x1 + k4 × x3) (33)

where x1, x3 represent the master system’s state variables, m
is the clear message, w is a wrong message assumed to be

known which is included to increase the complexity of the
encrypted message; k1, k2, k3, k4 are parameters (constant)
used as an additional transmission secret key.

When the synchronization is achieved, the decrypted mes-
sage m̄ is reconstructed in the receiver using the electronic
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FIGURE 33. Time evolution of the clear message (case 1).

FIGURE 34. Time evolution of the wrong message (case 1).

circuit schematic depicted in Figure 32 based on the linear
equation defined below:

m̄ = −
1
k1

(
_m+ k2 × w+ k3 × y1 + k4 × y3

)
, k1 6= 0

(34)

where y1, y3 representing the slave system’s state variables,
_m is the encrypted message and w is the same wrong message
as in the transmitter.

For computational simulation:
We used the following constant parameters for the encryp-

tion and decryption functions:

k1 = k2 = k3 = k4 = 1 (35)

Case 1: the sine wave is chosen as the clear message
to be communicated as shown in Figure 33 and the tri-
angle wave as the wrong message to be included in the
encryption and decryption functions as shown in Figure 34.
Figure 35 depicts the encrypted message’s complicated
chaotic behaviour, demonstrating the effectiveness of the
encrypting process in concealing the clear information. The
decrypted message is shown in Figure 36, and it is identical to
the clear message. Figure 37 depicts the convergence of the
message reconstruction error to zero after synchronisation,
indicating that the decryption procedure was successful in
reconstructing the original message.
Case 2: The triangle wave is used as the clear message

to be transmitted, while the sine wave is used as the wrong
message in the encryption and decryption processes. Clear
message, wrong message, encrypted message, decrypted

FIGURE 35. Time evolution of the encrypted message (case 1).

FIGURE 36. Time evolution of the decrypted message (case 1).

FIGURE 37. Message reconstruction error (case 1).

FIGURE 38. Time evolution of the clear message (case 2).

message and message reconstruction error are ploted in
Figures 38, 39, 40, 41 and 42 respectively.

The proposed secure communication electronic circuit
schematic based on the novel eight terms chaotic system (1)
was shown to be successful in completing the secure trans-
mission/reception procedure.
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FIGURE 39. Time evolution of the wrong message (case 2).

FIGURE 40. Time evolution of the encrypted message (case 2).

FIGURE 41. Time evolution of the decrypted message (case 2).

FIGURE 42. Message reconstruction error (case 2).

VII. CONCLUSION
This paper suggested a new three-dimensional eight terms
chaotic system with five quadratic nonlinearities for the
first time. The new system is more complicated and has
a wider bandwidth than at least 50 other chaotic systems
studied recently. Dynamical analysis of the new system are

widely studied via many tools which include: phase portraits,
equilibrium points, dissipativity, multistability, bifurcation
diagram and Lyapunov exponents spectrum. The physical
feasibility of our proposed theoretical model is proved by
using Multisim software to design the equivalent electronic
circuit. After that, control of the proposed chaotic system for
achieving stability, tracking and synchronization is studied
and applied using active controllers, the obtained results illus-
trate the effectiveness of the suggested control laws. Finally,
employing drive response synchronization, a new secure
communication electronic circuit schematic is derived for
the new chaotic system. Multisim simulation findings show
that the proposed circuit schematic completed the secure
transmission/reception process successfully.

We are convinced that the new 3D chaotic system with
its easy to implement secure communication electronic cir-
cuit schematic, multistability and large bandwidth would be
useful in the near future for real-world secure transmission
systems.
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